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BRIEFING ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider receiving a report on the results of the Motor Coach Industries (MCI) low-floor
commuter bus pilot.

BUDaETARy/rascAL IMPACT

There is no budgetary or fiscalimpact associated with this report

BACKG ROUND/RATIONALE

The District currently operates 46 high-capacity, over-the-road coaches on Transbay routes.
These vehicles were manufactured by Motor Coach Industries(MCljand are over 14 years old
and past their useful life and have met all Federal Transit Administration (FTA) financial and
operating obligations. As a result, the District needs to decide on the type of bus for their
replacement. While the existing MCI design includes high capacity seating and additional
comforts wellsuited for the Transbay commute, the design creates operationalchallenges with
accessibility and single-door operation delays. In response to these challenges, MCI has
developed a new prototype bus to improve operations. This design's main improvement on the
current model is a new low-floor, middle-door boarding, "vestibule" area for up to two
passengers in a wheelchair or mobility device. The accessibility enhanced design retains, and
attempts to improve, allthe comforts of the existing modelwith only a slight reduction in seating
capacity from 57 to 53 seats; 49 seats in the upper area and four in the vestibule, with one
Quantum fitting and one standard securement area for passengers with mobility devices. The
vestibule replaces the area of the existing side bike storage compartments. This reduces the bike
capacity and confines it alito the front-mounted rack. See Attachment I for the promotional
brochure of the bus with more details on the prototype specifications.

In December last year, MClloaned the District their prototype to test in revenue service for three
weeks. This report details the feedback from passengers and internalstakeholders.

The MCI pilot objectives were to

1. Study the bus performance in revenue service
2. Collect feedback from Transbay riders and internal stakeholders
3. Provide feedbackto MCI and the Board
4. Consider the bus as a replacement for the high-capacity Transbay fleet
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Pilot Operations

The bus operated in service for three weeks on alITransbay routes currently assigned MCls, along
with Lines NL and O for the weekend service. Attachment 2 shows the service schedule. Overall,
the pilot ran over 100 Transbay trips out of all Divisions, and across all District Wards, fare free
for all passengers.

Maintenance staff equipped the bus with allnecessary radio and Automatic Vehicle Locator(AVL)
equipment to ensure operators were in contact with the Operations ControlCenter. There were
no reportable incidents during the pilot period.

Passenger Feedback

AC Transit staff conducted on-board surveying of Transbay riders between December 11th and
December 29th, 2017. Riders provided feedback regarding overallfeatures of the new MClbus,
their satisfaction pertaining to accessibility, and whether or not they would like to see this bus in
the Transbay fleet. Planning staff collected 850 completed surveys from an estimated 2,500
passengers; approximately a third of passengers who rode the bus. Attachment 3 includes the
fullpassenger survey report. The key findings from the report show that the overallratings of the
bus were very positive:

8

8

8

e

e

e

The majority of respondents(93 percent) would like to see AC Transit use this type of bus
on Transbay lines.
The highest rated positive features of the new MCI bus included overhead reading lights,
general ride quality, and comfort of seats.
The majority of respondents(78 percent) rode Transbay regularly(at least 4 days per
week).

The main complaints from the MCI Passenger Survey were decreased seating capacity,
narrow seats and legroom, accessibility of USB ports/power outlets and inadequate bike
storage space. These complaints accounted for 34% of comments.
The most common compliment, totaling 10 per cent of all comments, referred to the
comfortable seat and seat belt provision.
Only two percent of respondents boarded using a wheelchair or other mobility device,
and only seven percent of respondents rode in the lower level(vestibule) of the bus.

Overall, 15 respondents boarded the bus using a wheelchair or other mobility device. These
respondents were generally pleased with the new lower level boarding. Excluding the
respondents who selected "Not Applicable", allbut one feature averaged an "Excellent" rating.

"Sense of discretion when boarding" was the only factor that did not receive an average
"Excellent" rating but still received a "Very Good" rating

For the upper level, nearly allfeatures averaged an "Excellent" rating, with the "Overalllayout of
seats & interior space" rated near excellent. Nearly a quarter of the respondents who rated
"Convenience of USB ports and power outlets" in the survey selected "Not Applicable". This was
because many respondents could not locate USB ports and power outlets on the new MCI bus,
something that would be resolved with regular riding. Survey results were mostly the same for
regular Transbay passengers (those who ride four days per week) and non-regular Transbay
passengers(those who ride less than four days per week). Regular Transbay passengers rated
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"General Ride Cluality", "Overhead Reading Lights" and "Comfort of Seats" as their top positive
features. These features received the highest satisfactory rating for non-regular Transbay
passengers as well.

Exhibit 2 MCI Factor Ratings for Regular Transbay Passengers
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More than 360 respondents also provided feedback in the form of open-ended comments. The
majority of responses were brief and positive. The negative comments focused on interior
spacing, reduced seating capacity, leg room/seat width, along with the need for more bike space.
Collectively, these amounted to 30 percent of overall comments. Other comments included
questions about USB port location and freeway wind noise

Accessibility Advisory Committee Feedback

The Committee members had the opportunity to view the stationary bus at the December AAC
meeting. Members were able to move around the interior of the bus and test out the wheelchair
ramp. Overall, members were excited about the new bus and greatly appreciated the vestibule
area with its companion seat and the quick boarding for wheelchair passengers compared to the
current MCI vehicle. AAC members thought the prototype was an improvement on the existing
model; however, they had the following comments and concerns:

. Seats are too narrow

Reclining seats go back too far

e Aisle is too narrow

e

e

Concern over the configuration of the second staircase

Desire for luggage space

Desire for more handrails on allsides of the staircase and above the seats

Desire for more signage on how to secure the retractable seats

=  
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e Desire for directional signage on the floor to help wheelchair passengers center
themselves to the securements.

. There should be a redundant, manual, securement system in the area of the Quantum
system, along with an override so no passenger is stuck.

Maintenance Feedback

In general, maintenance staff liked the style and concept of the bus and had the following
specific comments:

Pros

e Bus looked nice inside and out.

e Ride quality was pleasant.
e Great access in the engine compartment
e Great wheelchair area and access.

Comments for improvements:
e Kneeling system was challenging.
e Ramp is too long.
B Operator cabin space is small.
e Operator sliding seat was difficult to operate
e Location of the dosing valve was inaccessible
e Balcony needs fall guards.
e Loss of seating capacity with vestibule area.

Operator Feedback

All divisions provided two operators trained on the prototype. Half of those operators provided
feedback for MClon components that worked welland those that could use refining. Comments
on bus layout and drivability for the operator included:

Pros
e

e

e

8

Operator compartment switches are very easy to use
Operator seat is comfortable
Kneeling and wheelchair ramp are very easy to operate
Good drivability:
"This bus drives very well, it is smooth and easy to handle."
"The maneuverability is phenomenal. The shortturning radius really served wellwhen

operating on city streets and the power served well while on the highway. "
Modern looking:
"Sleek... Streamlined... Very easy on the eyes..."
Good amenities with the overhead lights and USB ports
Good exterior visibility:
"... When driving in the dark the headlights actually illuminated the road, which is not the
case with all of our coaches."

e

e

e
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Comments for improvements:
e Narrow aisle

Poor driver visibility:
"The driver side mirror is causing a blind spot on the front left side of the coach. In
addition, the paneljust to the left of the operator's left shoulder creates a blind spot when
checking for traffic or pedestrians. "

e Small driving compartment - taller operators may not fit in the current configuration
e Front ceiling lights give too much glare for the operatorwhen driving
e Debate over the usefulness of the camera

e Confusing order of steps involved in deployingthe wheelchair ramp, puttingthe coach in
gear, kneeling or lowering the coach, etc.

e Placement of the ignition, start and hazard switches all located down low bythe knee of
the driver which could accidently be hit.

e Passengers seated in the vestibule cannot see where they are on the route.

MCI received the initialoperator feedback and Attachment 3 is a letter response discussing how
they would address the operator concerns. This action shows a willingness to work with the
District to improve the prototype for their production model.

Training Feedback

MCI staff spent a half-day training operators and training staff on the prototype features and
specific differences with the current MCI vehicle. District staff found this adequate for training
and found it to be no different to training operators on another bus. There was positive feedback
during the training session with allstaff impressed with the new mobility space and the spacious
but different operator compartment. Operators who drove the bus toward the end of the pilot
period needed a training refresh. This was the only concern with regard to vehicle operations
training

Planning Feedback

Planning staff's concerns center around dwell time and capacity. The bus greatly reduces the
dwell time to board wheelchair passengers to that of a regular, low-floor, coach. There is the
additional benefit of the reduction in alighting time for all passengers by virtue of the second
door. While the seating capacity is reduced seven percent from 57 to 53, the overallaccessibility
and dwelltime benefits vastly outweigh the slight reduction in capacity.

Conclusion

Strengths

e

8

Improved accessibility - The key improvement to this prototype is the accessibility with
the vestibule, the middle door ramp instead of a lift, and improved spaciousness for
passengers in wheelchairs or mobility devices when riding.
Improved dwell times -- The second door allows for quicker alighting and quicker
boarding times for passengers in wheelchairs/mobility devices.
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e

e

e

New Transbay passenger amenities - Improved overhead reading lights, footrests, and
USB charging ports provide an enhanced ride

Positive perception - The MCI pilot passenger survey showed an overwhelmingly positive
perception for the new MCI buses. Various respondents noted that they would ride AC
Transit more if AC Transit deployed this bus on their line

Improved Drivability -- Operators noted the better turning radius and maneuverability
along with a powerful engine. The bus specification states a passive rear steering system
provides a tighter turning radius of 40 feet and clinches. This compares to our existing
MCls at 47 fe et to 49 feet.

Challen ges

e Lower seating capacity -- The new MCI bus has a seven percent reduction in seating
capacity, which may cause more overcrowding issues in areas of growing Transbay
ridership. Many respondents on the passenger survey were concerned that during peak
commuting times, the higher passenger loads would require operators to leave
Transbay passengers behind more frequently.
Limited Bike Space -- The new MCI bus does not allocate additional space for
undercarriage bike capacity, so it is limited to the front-loading racks. This reduces bike
storage from a maximum of nine spaces down to a maximum of three
Layout modifications -- There were some concerns from operators and mechanics about
specific layout issues and functions on the bus; however, it seems MClhas either already
considered a modification or is open to working on these issues brought to their
attention.

e

Given the strengths and challenges noted above, staff agrees that the strengths outweigh the
challenges. Overall, staff considers this bus to be an asset to the AC Transit fleet and requests
approvalfrom the Board to consider the new MCls as part of the District's vehicle replacement
program for current MClvehicles. Staff will return to the Board in Aprilwith a report to consider
a Request for Proposals for the replacement MCI fleet.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

The advantages and disadvantages of the bus are explained in the body of the report. Being able
to assess the prototype bus before production was a great advantage to the District so MCI
receives usefulfeedback for consideration in their production.

Depending on MCls production timeline, the District's procurement process may be ahead of the
production schedule and the buses would not be available in time
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ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

There is no alternative associated with this briefing report

However, when considering a replacement to the existing MCI fleet, staff needs to pursue
another high-capacity bus and there are limited options available outside of another MCI type
over-the-road-coach and a double decker. As MCI has created this new model, which resolves
the majority of the accessibility issues on the current model, the District should seriously consider
the new MCI as a viable bus when requesting proposals for a new high-capacity vehicle built in
the United States.

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

There are no prior relevant Board Actions or Policies associated with this report

ATTACHMENTS

1. Prototype Service Schedule
2. MCI Passenger Survey Summary
3. MCI Response Letter for Driver Comments for Improvements

Approved by: Ramakrishna Pochiraju, Executive Director of Planning & Engineering

Reviewed by: Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development and Planning
Salvador Llamas, Chief Operating Officer

Prepared by: Linda Morris, Senior Transportation Planner
Dylan Tonningsen, Service Planning Intern
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Date

Monday, December 11

 
 
Tuesday, December 12

 
 
Wednesday, December 13

 
 
 
Thursday, December 14
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Wednesday, December 20

 
 
 
 
 
Thursday, December 21

 
 
 
Friday, December 22
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MCI Passenger Survey

Overview

AC Transit staff conducted on board surveying of Transbay riders between December 11th and
December 29th 2017. Riders were asked to provide feedback regarding overallfeatures of the
new MClbus, satisfaction pertaining to wheelchair mobility devices, and whether or not the pilot
MCls should be used on Transbay lines permanently. Approximately 850 surveys were returned
and used for this analysis. Information and data from this survey willbe used to inform planning
of passenger requests and needs for the new MCI buses. The bus operated in service for three
weeks. The MCI Passenger Survey covered all routes currently using MCls, along with Lines NL
and F on the weekends. Staff scheduled the bus on different Transbay trips in order to capture a
wide variety of respondents.

Key Findings:

The following information captures the Key Findings from the MCI passenger survey.

11.

111.

lv

v.

VI.

The majority of respondents (93%) would like to see AC Transit use this type of bus on
Transbay lines.

The majority of respondents(78%) ride Transbay regularly(at least 4 days per week).

On the top level of the bus, the highest rated positive promotionalfactors of the new MCI

bus included "overhead reading lights", "general ride quality", and "comfort of seats"

The main complaints from the MCI Passenger Survey were decreased seating capacity,

narrow seats and legroom, accessibility of USB ports/power outlets and inadequate bike

storage space. Collectively, these amounted to 30 per cent of overallcomments.

Only 2% of respondents boarded using a wheelchair or other mobility device, with 7% of

respondents riding in the lower level(vestibule) of the bus.

The top positive promotional factors for the respondents who rode on the lower level

jvestibule) of the bus without a mobility device were "speed of boarding", "feeling of

spaciousness" and "convenience of USB ports and power outlets". These aspects were

also the top positive factors for respondents who boarded using a wheelchair or other
mobility device.

The majority (69%) of open comments were positive about the bus.Vll

The remainder of the report willgo through each question in detail

Service Planning
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Ql: What bus line did you ride today?

"'8""2o= ' $ 9 : g g g gl g g g ' 6 '"8''B"

What bus line did you ride today?
Line J
Line O

'oP 6)

Line F

Line P
Line OX

Skipped

Analysis: LineJ received the largest number of responses compared to alITransbay Lines, totaling

16% of all surveys collected. The second and third highest response rate was from Lines O and F

with 14% and 10% respectively. This is likely due to the longer time spent on weekend trips

capturing more local passengers. The survey captured responses from all lines currently
deploying MCls, apart from Line SB.

Service Planning
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Q2: Please rate the bus on the following factors
IA. Regular Transbay Riders
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Overall Ease of
layout of climbing
seats & steps
interior

space

Speed of Convenience Comfort of General ride Overhead Storage rack
Boarding ofUSBports seats quality reading capacity

and power lights
outlets

Excellent Very Good H Good n Fair H Poor Not Applicable

Analysis: Over 70% of Regular Transbay respondents rated "General ride Quality", "Overhead
reading lights", "Comfort of Seats", "Speed of boarding", "Ease of climbing steps", and "Overall
layout of seats and interior space", as very good or excellent. Between 8% and 12% of regular
Transbay passengers rated "Convenience of USB ports and power outlets" and "Overalllayout of
seats & interior space" as either Fair or Poor.

Service Planning

   

Please rate the bus on the following
factors

Overalllayout of seats & interior space

Ease of climbing steps

Speed of Boarding
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IB. Non-Regular Transbay Riders
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Boarding ofUSBports seats quality reading capacity

and power lights
outlets

Excellent Very Good Good nFair HPoor nNotApplicable

Analysis: Non-regular Transbay passengers had similar results compared to regular Transbay
passengers. Non-regular Transbay passengers rated "General ride Quality", "Overhead reading
lights" and "Comfort of Seats" as the top satisfactory factors on the new MCI bus. These three
factors received the highest number of "Excellent" and "Very good" responses compared to all
choices. Between 9% and 11% of Non-regular Transbay passengers rated "Convenience of USB
ports and power outlets" and "Overall layout of seats & interior space" as either Fair or Poor.

Overall, over 70% of respondents considered the bus amenities and layout as very good or
excellent, apart from the "storage rack capacity" and "convenience of USB ports and power
outlets. Around 3% of survey comments complained that USB ports and power outlets were
difficult to locate, suggesting more signage is required to locate these amenities.

Service Planning

   [1

Please rate the bus on the following
factors

Overalllayout of seats & interior space

Ease of climbing steps

Speed of Boarding
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Q3: Did you board using a wheelchair or other mobility device?
1. General Response

100%
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Yes No

Do you take other Transbay Lines?
No

Yes

Skipped

Percent
98%

2%

Analysis: 2% of respondents boarded the bus using a wheelchair or other mobility device

Q4: Did you ride in the lower level(vestibule) of the bus?
1. General Response
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Yes No

Did you ride in the lower level(vestibule) of the bus?
No

Yes

Skipped

Percent
93%

7%

Analysis: 7% of allrespondents rode on the lower level(vestibule) of the bus

Service Planning
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Q4: Please rate the bus on these additionalfactors

1. Respondents Who Boarded Using a Wheelchair or Other Mobility Device

80%
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Please rate the bus on the following
factors

Ease of boarding & maneuvering with a
wheelchair or other mobility device
Sense of discretion when boarding with a
mobility device

Speed of Boardi
Convenience of USB ports and power
outlets

Feeling of spaciousness when riding

Very
Excellent Good

Not

Poor I Applicable

13% 0%

29% 1 14%

38%13%

14%o% 1 14%

11% I o% o%11% I il%

13% I o%
22% 0%

13% 25%o%

o% 11% o%

Analysis: Respondents who boarded using a wheelchair or other mobility device ranked "feeling

ofspaciousness when riding" astheir top satisfactory factor, with 89% ranking it excellent or very

good. Respondents were less impressed with the sense of discretion when boarding with a

mobility device. Only 58% selected "Excellent" or "Very good" in response to this question, which

was low compared to the rest of the data.

Respondents answered favorably to the ease of boarding and maneuvering in a wheelchair or

mobility device, for the smallsample of respondents to whom it applied.

Service Planning
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Q6: How often do you ride AC Transit Transbay?

1. General Response

90%
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Regularly(at least4 2 or 3 days perweek Occasionally(a few
days per week) days per month)
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N umber of

RespondentsHow often do you ride AC Transit Transbay? Responses

Regularly(at least 4 days per week.

2 or 3 days per week

Occasionally(a few days per month)
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Skipped

78%

9%

8%

5%

Analysis: 78% of respondents ride Transbay regularly (at least 4 days per week). Over 87% of

respondents ride Transbay two or more times a week. These trends indicate the majority of
riders are continual users and rely on AC Transit as a primary means of travel. Only 5% of
respondents "rarely" use our Transbay service

Service Planning
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Q7: Would you like to see AC Transit use this type of bus on Transbay lines?

General Response

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

o%

Yes No

Would you like to see AC Transit use this type of bus on
Transbay lines
No

Yes

Skipped

Analysis: Passengers were asked if theywould like to see this type of bus on Transbay lines

e 93% of respondents selected "Yes"

e 7% of respondents selected "No"

Q7: Additional Comments

More than 360 respondents also provided feedback in the form of open-ended comments. The

majority(69%) of responses were brief and positive. The negative comments focused on interior

spacing, reduced seating capacity, leg room/seat width, along with the need for more bike racks.

Collectively, these negative comments amounted to 30% of overallcomments. Other comments

included concerns about finding the USB port location and freeway wind noise.

Service Planning
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20%

18%

16%

14%

12%

10%

8%

6%

4%

2%

o%

Complaints Compliments

Additional Comments Percent Number

Complaints
Add more Standing Area

Add Storage Rack Capacity
Aisles are too

Could not

Freeway Wind
Insufficient Bike Space

Narrow Seats + Leg

Reduced Overall Capacity
Reduced Seating

3%

1%

4%

3%

2%
4%

15%

1%

8%

narrow
find USB ports

Noise

capacity

Clean
Compliments

Buses are

Seat Belts + Comfy Seats
Footrest
Smooth and Quiet Ride

Narrow seats and limited leg room were the main complaints from those who wrote in
comments. The seat type is somethingthat could address the seat width concerns, while the aisle

is slightly larger than that of the existing MCI bus. Conversely, the main positive comments

related to the comfy seats and seat belt provision, so there are some conflicting views from
passengers.

Service Planning
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Reliability DRIVEN

March 9, 2018

Ms. Linda Morris

Senior Transportation Planner
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District
1600 Franklin Street
Oakland, CA 94612

Subject: MCI response to e mandated February 23, 2018 re stakeholder feedback

Dear Ms. Morris,

MCI recently launched the new MCI D45 CRT LE, our vision of a truly accessible over the road coach.

The MCI D45 CRT incorporates cutting edge technology and styling enhancements. The development
process cost many millions of dollars and included years of Engineering work, rigorous testing, and input
from numerous disability advocacy groups. While the specifications are welldefined, with any new

significant vehicle launch, as feedback is obtained from units operated in revenue service, additional

enhancements willbecome apparent. Numerous improvements are already in process.

Further to our recent discussions regarding stakeholder feedback resulting from the in-service demo of a

MCI D45 CRT LE, MCI would like to provide Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) with its

response to specific operator commenta ry.

e Limited driver space / storage in the operator cockpit -- The operator cockpit was designed for
driver comfort and efficiency. MC! is aware that additional free space in the operator area is

desirable and is actively pursuing solutions which will increase free space in the operator area
Depending on the driver seat model, current enhancements have increased open space at the

driver's left side by 2-4 inches and seat recline by an additional 4'
Excessive glare to the operator -- MCI has designed its lighting systems with passengers and

driver in mind. Interior lighting meets/ exceeds allapplicable regulations. The lighting is
programmable to give various levels of illumination and color.
Visibility -- MCI has designed its coach to maximize driver visibility. MCI offers additional

enhancements such as 360' camera, collision mitigation / avoidance systems and pedestrian
warning systems.

e

©

MOTOR COACH INDUSTRIES

200 East Oakton Street
Des Plaines. IL 6001 8

TOLL FREE 866 624 2622

www.mcicoach.com
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e

e

Rolling backwards - While the demo coach tested by AC Transit did not include program for a

"hill hold feature", this capability is available via a programming option.

Vestibule / access area and ramp operation -- The design of the vestibule meets / exceeds all
ADA requirements. The aisle width is equalto/ better than provided in MCI's D4500, which AC
Transit currently operates. In fact, the turning circle exceeds ADA requirements (60" vs 45").
While the operation of the ramp and securement systems requires training, further
enhancements are under review. It is expected that functionality willbe made more user

friendly as we gain experience and feedback from the field.

Fold out ramp -Testing and focus group feedback indicated a fold out ramp is suboptimal. To
maximize safety and riding experience for passengers in the vestibule area, MCldeveloped the

slide out ramp concept.
Ground clearance/ kneeling of the coach -- The clearance of the coach is nearly identicalto a
D4500. However, the settings and programming of the suspension system and are under
rDvin\Af

e

e

Although the above information is very brief. we believe it provides the necessary response to the
feedback from several of your operators. MCI eagerly anticipates once again partnering with AC Transit

and look forward to discussing how we can move forward.

Sincerely,

Lee Kemp

AC Transit CC List:

Michael Hursh -- CEO AC Transit
Sal Llamas - C00 AC transit

Stuart Hoffman -- Manager Technical Services

MCI CC List:

Patrick Scully
Tom Wagner
Diane Nicolau

Brent Maitland
Bruce Wiebe
Dale Majur
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